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ABSTRACT: Aquaporin-0 (AQP0) is a tetrameric membrane
protein and the most abundant membrane protein in the eye lens.
Interestingly, there is little to no cellular turnover once mature lens
fiber cells are formed, and hence, age-related modifications
accumulate with time. While bottom-up mass spectrometry-based
approaches can provide identification of post-translational
modifications, they cannot provide information on how these
modifications coexist in a single chain or complex. Native mass
spectrometry, however, enables the transfer of the intact complex
into the gas-phase allowing modifications to be identified at the
tetramer level. Here, we present the use of native mass
spectrometry and surface-induced dissociation to study the post-
translational modifications of AQP0 isolated and purified from
bovine eye lens, existing as multiple forms due to the different modification states naturally present.

Aquaporins (AQPs) are a family of channel proteins that
form pores in the membranes of cells, facilitating the

transport of water through cell membranes. There are 13 AQPs
identified in mammals, which are expressed and regulated in a
tissue-dependent manner.1,2 Aquaporin-0 (AQP0) is the most
abundant membrane protein in the eye lens, comprising >50%
of the membrane protein content in the lens.3 AQP0 is an
important component of the water microcirculation system4 in
the lens and also serves as a cell adhesion protein.5 Water
transport through AQP0 is regulated by pH and through its
interaction with calmodulin, which binds to the hydrophobic
side of a short amphipathic helix located in the C-terminus.6−8

A number of studies have shown that AQP0 phosphorylation
can play a role in calmodulin-dependent gating.8,9 In one such
study, human AQP0 C-terminal peptides were synthesized
with and without serine phosphorylation on two sites (S231
and S235), and it was found that binding of calmodulin is
impaired when either site, or both, is phosphorylated,
suggesting that C-terminal phosphorylation has a role in
regulation of function.9 Hence, understanding what influence,
if any, phosphorylation has on structure is of interest, along
with defining the phosphorylation at the monomer and
tetramer level.
Interestingly, there is little to no cellular turnover once

mature lens fiber cells are formed;10 hence, age-related protein
modifications accumulate with time, which may affect protein
function. Therefore, lens tissue is a valuable resource to study
the impact of age-related modifications on protein structure,

stability, and function. The post-translational modifications of
AQP0 from bovine, rabbit, and human eye lens have been
elucidated with bottom-up proteomics and MALDI imaging of
lens tissue.11−13 While these techniques are undoubtedly
useful, they disrupt the tetrameric form of the complex, and
hence, information on how proteoforms can coexist is lost.
Here, we use native mass spectrometry (nMS) to study the
post-translational modifications on each monomer within the
tetrameric complex and how these monomers are arranged in
the tetramer. Native mass spectrometry (nMS) has become a
powerful structural biology tool that allows non-covalent
complexes to be transferred intact into the gas-phase, and
when performed on high-resolution instrumentation, even
small mass differences can be resolved, e.g., ligand binding and
post-translational modifications.14 Membrane proteins can be
challenging to study, as they have to be solubilized within a
mimetic for the membrane environment; however, in recent
years, multiple mimetics have been presented that are also
compatible with nMS, including detergent micelles,15

bicelles,16 nanodiscs,17 and amphiphols.18 Once the protein-
containing mimetic is introduced into the gas-phase, collisional
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activation is used to release the intact protein complex from
the mimetic. After the intact complex is released, additional
activation can be used to dissociate the complex into its
subunits. The most commonly used method of activation is
collision-induced dissociation (CID). In CID, the ions of
interest undergo multiple collisions with the collision gas
(typically nitrogen or argon). This is a stepwise energy
deposition process and can result in restructuring or unfolding
and for protein complexes typically results in the production of
highly charged monomer and the complementary N-1mer. An
alternative method of dissociation involves colliding the
analytes of interest with a surface and is known as surface-
induced dissociation (SID). SID is a rapid energy deposition
process, and dissociation can produce structurally informative
subunits.19−21 Recent studies have also shown the use of SID
to identify proteoforms in overexpressed and purified soluble
protein complexes;22 here, we expand this approach to study a
membrane protein complex isolated from lens tissue, which
can exist in multiple modified forms.
AQP0 was purified from the cortex of bovine eye lens using

offline anion exchange chromatography in n-octyl-β-D-
glucopyranoside (OG) detergent. Initially, after anion
exchange chromatography, fractions were pooled, concen-
trated, and exchanged into 200 mM ammonium acetate
(AmAc) plus 2 critical micelle concentrations of tetraethylene
glycol monooctyl ether (C8E4). It should be noted that
incomplete removal of OG may have resulted in mixed
micelles in this analysis. High-resolution nMS experiments
were performed on an in-house modified Q Exactive UHMR
spectrometer, modified to include an SID device between the
quadrupole and C-trap.23,24 After transfer into the gas-phase,
intact tetrameric AQP0 was released from the detergent
micelle using in-source trapping. From the full mass spectrum
of the intact tetramer, it can clearly be observed that there are a
number of related species present, likely due to different
proteoforms and combinations of proteoforms (Figure 1). The
most abundant species is a species at 112, 900 ± 1 Da, which is
consistent with four copies of the full-length (AA1-263) AQP0
(expected mass 112, 892 Da). In addition, we observe singly
(+80 ± 1 Da) and doubly phosphorylated (+161 ± 2 Da)

tetramers and potential oleoylation (+265 ± 2 Da), consistent
with previous bottom-up studies.11,25 In addition, truncated
forms of thenon-covalent tetramer are also detected, which we
have characterized as minor (up to −412 ± 2 Da mass lost
from the tetramer) and moderate (up to −1976 ± 3 Da mass
lost from the tetramer) truncations, as highlighted in blue and
gray, respectively, in Figure 1B. In order to identify the
truncations, and how they are arranged in the tetrameric
complex, we used the quadrupole and selected three wide
isolation windows around the 19+ charge state of the tetramer,
highlighted with the different colored boxes in Figure 1B. We
first performed collision-induced dissociation (referred to as
HCD by the manufacturer) to produce high intensity
monomer enabling accurate mass determination, as shown in
Figure S1. For the selection of the tetrameric complex
containing only full-length monomers (selection represented
by the green box in Figure 1B), we observe non-
phosphorylated and singly phosphorylated monomer products,
along with an oleoylated monomer. Interestingly, despite
seeing a doubly phosphorylated tetramer, CID shows no
evidence of a doubly phosphorylated monomer product,
suggesting instead the doubly phosphorylated tetramer
contains two singly phosphorylated monomers. However, as
phosphorylation is a labile modification and can be lost in
collisional activation, we wanted to further probe this using
SID, as discussed in more detail below. We next considered the
tetramer with minor truncations (selection represented by the
blue box in Figure 1B); following CID we observed primarily
full-length monomer products including phosphorylated and
oleated forms (accounting for ∼93% relative intensity of the
monomer, as determined from UniDec26), as expected as the
mass lost as measured on the tetramer (up to −412 Da) was
not significant enough for all monomers to be truncated and
suggests instead that the tetramer consists of both full-length
and truncated monomers. However, two different truncated
monomers were identified corresponding to AA1-259 and
AA1-261, the expected and observed masses of which are given
in Table S1. Finally, we considered the moderate truncated
fraction (selection represented with the gray box in Figure 1B)
which could either be due to more extensive truncation at the

Figure 1. Full mass spectrum of bovine AQP0 isolated from bovine cortex, acquired on a Q Exactive UHMR spectrometer with −95 V in-source
trapping: A) full charge state distribution of tetrameric AQP0 and B) zoom in of the 19+ charge state, highlighting the three selection windows
(gray m/z 5835−5859, blue m/z 5919−5940, and green m/z 5940−5968) used for proteoform identification.
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monomer level or the presence of multiple truncated
monomers within the tetramer. Following CID, the major
species observed (∼87% relative intensity, as determined from
UniDec26) was again the full-length monomer, including the
phosphorylated full-length form. However, two additional
truncations were observed in this fraction corresponding to
AA1-246 and AA1-244 (see Table S1) not observed in the
previous selection windows, indicating that the moderate
truncations do indeed arise from a single monomer having
larger truncations as opposed to multiple copies of minor
truncations in the same tetramer. Similar C-terminal
truncations have been observed in MALDI imaging experi-
ments of rabbit and human eye lens12,13 but have not been
correlated with particular tetramer populations.
In addition to CID, we also performed SID on the three

isolation windows. SID is complementary to CID for structural
studies in that it enables information on substructure and
subunit connectivity to be obtained in addition to proteoform
information. It should be noted that, at the energies applied
here, only non-covalent complex fragmentation is observed for
both CID and SID, and sequence ions are not observed. If
sequencing of the monomers was desired, a pseudo-MS3

approach could instead be employed.27 By SID, we observe
that full-length AQP0 dissociates to monomer + trimer and
dimers (dimers are discussed in more detail below), consistent
with the ring-like structure expected for this water channel.
The monomers observed from SID were either non- or singly
phosphorylated, again suggesting (as in CID) that the doubly
phosphorylated tetramer contains two singly phosphorylated
monomers, as opposed to one monomer that is doubly

phosphorylated, despite having multiple potential phosphor-
ylation sites per monomer.11,28,29 SID on the minor and major
truncated species shows similar dissociation behavior to the
full-length tetramer, demonstrating that the truncations do not
signifcantly alter subunit structure or connectivity, as would be
expected for these minor C-terminal truncations (Figure 2),
which should not influence the protein−protein interfaces.
Previous studies have sought to determine the functional effect
of minor C-terminal truncations and have found that the water
permeability of full-length and some truncated proteins is
indistinguishable.30 However, if truncations were to include the
proposed calmodulin-binding domain (residues 227−237),8
modulation of water permeability by calmodulin would be lost.
While the protein retains water permeability, C-terminal
truncation may affect regulation of channel activity, localization
of the protein, or structural properties that are not
distinguished by the SID studies presented here. However,
by SID, due to the high intensity of the dimer subproducts, we
can start to observe subunit connectivity, for example, dimers
composed of one full-length monomer and a truncated
monomer or a full-length phosphorylated monomer plus a
truncated monomer, even when these contributions are of low
relative intensity. This could therefore be a promising
approach in more aged samples, in which more extensive
truncation would be expected, and when tetramers could be
composed of multiple truncated forms.
The previous section focused on the analysis of samples

pooled after anion exchange chromatography, which enabled
the different truncations to be observed and studied with gas-
phase dissociation. However, in addition to the pooled

Figure 2. AQP0 was liberated from detergent micelles using −95 V in-source trapping. Surface-induced dissociation of 19+ tetrameric AQP0 was
then performed at 62 V (1178 eV), acquired for each of the isolation windows (highlighted in Figure 1) representing A) full-length AQP0, B)
minor truncations, and C) moderate truncations. The left-hand panel is full mass spectrum, and the right-hand panel shows zoom in of the dimeric
and trimeric species of different lengths.
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samples, we studied the individual fractions from anion
exchange chromatography. Offline anion exchange chromatog-
raphy proved very effective at separating the different
phosphoforms of tetrameric AQP0, enabling fractionation
and hence relative enrichment of the different phosphoforms.
The later eluting fractions contained the greatest extent of
phosphorylation increasing to a maximum of two phosphor-
ylations per tetramer (Figure S2). This is of note as there are
multiple potential phosphorylation sites per monomer, as
discussed above. Enriching for the different phosphorylated
forms through fractionation allows greater insight into the
phosphorylation patterns and subunit arrangements, as it
becomes possible to have a sufficient signal to select primarily
the doubly phosphorylated 19+ tetramer, with minor
contamination from the singly phosphorylated tetramer
(Figure S3). SID of the doubly phosphorylated tetramer
once again highlighted that monomers were only singly
phosphorylated, not doubly phosphorylated (Figure 3).
While it is known that binding of calmodulin is impaired
when either or both site(s) on the monomer is phosphory-
lated, those studies were performed at the peptide level, so the
effect of multiple tetramer phosphorylations on binding and
hence function is not known. Hence, the ability to enrich for
the different phosphoforms using offline anion exchange could

prove beneficial in functional or structural studies, such as
investigating the binding of calmodulin or determining the
effect of phosphorylation on protein structure/dynamics.
We demonstrate here that, in a single experiment, SID can

provide structural information, along with proteoform
information, for a membrane protein complex isolated from
eye lens existing in multiple different naturally occurring forms.
We observed minor and moderate monomer truncations for
bovine AQP0, which do not affect the SID behavior. This is as
expected as SID behavior is known to be influenced by the
strength of the protein:protein interfaces, and these truncations
occur at the C-terminus as opposed to modifications occurring
at the protein interfaces. Interestingly, in these samples, we see
little cross talk of truncations−with the tetramer existing
mostly with a single truncated form as opposed to containing
multiple truncated forms. However, the AQP0 studied here
was isolated from relatively young eye lens samples, 12−30
months, and age-related modifications are known to
accumulate with time; therefore, it is expected that AQP0
isolated from older eye lens, or different organisms, will show
more extensive, and perhaps more complicated, modification
combinations. We believe that the coupling of CID, SID, and
high-resolution MS has the potential to provide insight into the
identity and connectivity of the truncations and other post-

Figure 3. AQP0 was liberated from detergent micelles using −70 V in-source trapping. Surface-induced dissociation of 19+ doubly phosphorylated
tetrameric AQP0 was then performed at 62 V (1178 eV): A) full mass spectrum, B) zoom in of 6+ monomer and 12+ dimer, C) zoom in of 9+
dimer, and D) zoom in of 13+ trimer.
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translational modifications in more complex AQP0 samples, as
well as for other post-translationally modified endogenous
protein complexes.
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